REVISION REQUEST

DATE: 2021/05/26
NAME: Marek Hajduczenia
COMPANY/AFFILIATION: Charter Communications
E-MAIL: marek.hajduczenia@charter.com

REQUESTED REVISION:
STANDARD: IEEE Std 802.3ca-2020
CLAUSE NUMBER: 141.2.6
CLAUSE TITLE: PMD naming

PROPOSED REVISION TEXT:

Please modify the first sentence under 141.2.6 by striking the text "the following semantic convention, with individual elements shown in".
Replace ":" after "Table 141-6" with ".".
Strike the formula "r1/r2GBASE-PQc-db"
Strike "elements" in title of Table 141-6
Replace "Parameter" in the first column in Table 141-6 with "Naming element"
Add a new top row in Table 141-6 as follows:
| Naming template | r1/r2GBASE-PQc-db | |

RATIONALE FOR REVISION:
Including the naming the template in the table of naming elements makes all information related to PMD naming easier to find.

IMPACT ON EXISTING NETWORKS:
None, just a formatting change.

Please attach supporting material, if any
Submit to:- David Law, Chair IEEE 802.3
and copy:- Adam Healey, Vice-Chair IEEE 802.3
At:- E-Mail: stds-802-3-maint-req@ieee.org
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